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Cyril Wong

his virus is nothing like the last.” Somebody 
articulates this on television in a voice nearly devoid 
of  emotion. Possibly the newscaster or a member 
of  the public being interviewed on the street, voice 

recognisably muffled by a face mask. Roshan watches the news 
from the sofa. I sit down beside him, reaching a hand under 
his shirt and resting it on his protuberant belly. My husband is 
ageing rapidly. There are deeper lines under his eyes. He looks 
tired from having endured five consecutive video conferences 
since this morning. As a communications executive at a bank, 
his workload has been no less full from not having to step into 
the office at all. He has been working from home ever since 
the first official circuit breaker.

“Even though the Covid variants slowly died out, a new 

“
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pandemic is already here. It’s nothing like a coronavirus. 
We don’t know how it reached us or from what country it 
originated. Symptoms might be similar, especially in the 
beginning when you get infected—but it’s worse, much worse. 
We’re still observing the effects on the growing number who 
have already been infected.” From her white coat and face 
shield, the person being interviewed now must be a scientist. 
Her voice is calm, but her eyes seem uncertain.

The camera cuts to a magnified image of  the brand new 
virus. Its appearance is not unlike Covid, but instead of  the 
red spike proteins projecting out from the surface of  knobbly 
globes, these protrusions look like gnarly, bright yellow fingers 
or quivering tentacles.

Neither of  us really watches the television for long these 
days. Its sounds and images serve as an excuse to sit in the 
dark without doing anything. Having retired from my civil 
service job a decade ago, I have thrived at being a stay-at-
home housewife. I never expected Roshan to work from home 
ever since the first Covid mutation encroached on our shores. 
We see each other every morning, noon and night now. The 
only time I get to be totally alone is when I step out to buy 
groceries, or when he goes for a walk on weekend mornings. 
We are lucky that we have been on the same page about not 
having children even before we got married. I cannot imagine 
risking more lives during this pandemic age of  human history.

Ours has been an undramatic romance. We were childhood 
sweethearts who met in school. We quickly grew apart, yet 
when we reconnected many years later, re-introduced to 

each other by mutual friends, we fell properly in love. This 
pandemic age (or “the new normal,” as the media still calls 
it) might have altered the particulars of  our married life, but 
it has changed nothing of  what we feel about each other. It is 
also a miracle that both of  us have avoided falling sick so far. 
I rest my head on Roshan’s shoulder. We are the lucky ones. I 
try to remember this. 

The bluish glare of  the afternoon sky spreads across the inside 
of  my eyelids. If  I close my eyes for long enough, I almost 
imagine a blue fire scorching and melting the inside of  my 
skull. But nothing happens. The blue light dissolves harmlessly 
to black. I open my eyes. 

“Su Yin, are you watching this?” Roshan asks from the 
living room, distracting me from my reverie at the kitchen 
window, where I have been standing to rest after finishing a 
few chores. 

He is at the sofa again, gesturing to the television with 
the remote and turning up the volume. A female reporter 
practically shouts: “People everywhere are dropping with 
increasing regularity.”

People dropping—like flies, like planes falling from the sky? I 
wonder. I walk closer to the sofa, standing behind Roshan 
and peering over his balding head with its smattering of  curly 
hairs to get a closer look. The roughly edited video footage, 
an amalgamation of  clips shot on the phones of  various 
members of  the public, reveals people of  different ages lying 
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supine on the grass, across pavements, and along the sands 
of  East Coast Park. Their eyes are all wide open, as if  they 
saw something up in the clouds and froze from shock. Even 
with their assortment of  face masks, anyone could surmise 
that their mouths are agape. In a few of  the clips, some of  
the victims have collapsed against lamp posts, the base of  
traffic lights or trees, all with that same look of  awe or terror 
in their peeled-open eyes. No face shields and no amount of  safe-
distancing can protect us now, I think to myself.

“Are they dead?” I ask aloud.
“No, just unconscious. Or cataleptic. But not dead. 

Everyone still has a pulse. And it’s not just in Singapore. It’s 
happening everywhere. The symptoms are no longer the 
ones we used to recognise, like fever, pneumonia or the post-
infection blood clot, the sudden heart attack or stroke. This 
virus targets the brain directly.” 

I run my fingers nervously across the top of  my husband’s 
pate. “What do you think it all means?”

His head is shaking. “Whatever it is, we brought it all 
upon ourselves. It’s entirely our fault for messing with our 
environment. The planet is telling us enough is enough. It’s 
using viruses like this current one to put a stop to us. That’s 
what I think, anyway. This pandemic is all our negative karma 
as a species.” My husband is in a sententious mood.

“So it’s just another virus?”
“What else can it be? It’s also an equaliser, rendering us 

all the same. We’re all vulnerable now. It makes all other 
problems—our petty quarrels, our politics and ideological 

conflicts—seem so stupid and trivial.”
“I don’t think we even know what is happening. The worst 

part is not that we don’t know why we’re dying; the worst is 
that all of  us are moving beyond the point of  caring.”

“That’s not true.” He half-turns to look at me, reaching 
up to caress my hand that is still perched on his head. “I still 
care.”

“I know you do.” My other hand falls to Roshan’s shoulder, 
pressing it firmly.

One morning, I am watering our plants outside in the corridor 
of  our HDB flat when I hear a sustained muttering. It comes 
from our neighbour’s home, located to the left of  our flat 
along the same corridor. I lower my watering can onto the 
steps leading up to my front door and move to the source of  
that low, persistent mumbling.

Annaliza, a childless and middle-aged divorcée, lives alone. 
She and I became closer during the first lockdown, when we 
cooked and brought food to share with each other. Roshan and 
I previously believed that she was cold and stand-offish. Then 
at the start of  the Covid pandemic, she knocked on our door 
with bottles of  cold-pressed fruit juices that she had prepared 
for us. We soon became closer friends and neighbours. 

Anna’s front gate is open. She sits cross-legged on the 
threshold, one hand clinging to her open gate. She wears a 
crumpled white tee-shirt and brown shorts, the clothes she 
probably wears to sleep. 
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“Annaliza, are you okay?” She does not seem to hear me. I 
wonder if  she might have suffered a stroke. She does not even 
notice when I stand right in front of  her, waving a hand close 
to her face, her wildly darting eyes partially hidden by fallen 
strands of  hair. She stares right through me, her countenance 
wrought with panic. I swivel around to see what she could 
have seen, but nothing is out of  the ordinary. 

A chill courses down the back of  my neck. My neighbour’s 
voice is soft, her words interrupted by rhythmic and panicky 
inhalations of  breath, as if  she is struggling to speak while 
completing a marathon: “There is no past…there is no 
future…I am little Anna…I am old Anna…I am my 
mother…I am my father…I am my ex-husband…they were 
always here…everyone is coming back…they never left…
we were never here…none of  us are really here…there is no 
me…no you…I am dead…so are you…there is no past…” 

She carries on like this in a verbal loop. I reach out to slap 
her, suddenly desperate to shut her up, but I stop myself, 
terrified to even touch her. Panic emanates from her in waves 
that seem to pass through me. She still doesn’t seem to see 
me at all. I quickly stumble back into my flat, picking up my 
watering can and shutting my front gate behind me with a 
jarring clang. 

“What is it?” Roshan asks from the dining room table. He 
is watching an international news channel on his laptop while 
finishing breakfast. 

“It’s Annaliza. Something’s wrong with her.”
“I think you need to see this.” 

“But Anna—”
“I mean it. Come see this now.” He nods down at his open 

laptop. He clicks open a browser window. An Australian-
accented voice bursts from the computer speakers. “They’re 
waking. Not everybody, but many are slowly waking up from 
their unconscious state. They keep saying the same things 
over and over. The details may vary but the fundamental 
message is the same. The same sentences in nearly the same 
order about self-denial, the meaninglessness or conflation of  
time, the listing of  names, of  dead friends and relatives. At 
every age, young and old, all of  them talk without stopping, 
almost without breathing, while staring into the distance at 
something invisible but terrifying. Something unspeakable 
that only they can observe.”

The news footage shows a white, male teenager lying 
spreadeagled on an open road, surrounded by cops and 
passers-by. The camera moves closer to focus on the boy’s 
face. His eyes are open, a green face mask hanging off one 
of  his ears, his mouth moving in a way that reminds me of  
Annaliza. He speaks with a high-pitched voice: “There is no 
past…there is no future…I am little Tim…I am old Tim…”

“Close it! Stop it!” I yell.
Roshan shuts the laptop and turns his head to peer at me 

over his shoulder. “Are you okay?”
I grip the back of  his chair with both hands. “What is 

happening now? Is this an alien invasion? The final rapture? 
The end times? This is no virus, Roshan. Please don’t tell me 
this is—”
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“Calm down, Su. Just calm down. We just don’t know 
anything for sure. It’s happening everywhere—but it’s not 
happening to us.”

“Not yet,” I reply, struggling to shake off my mounting 
panic. “Not yet.”

Weeks pass. Regardless of  whether they experienced catatonia 
or catalepsy, all victims of  the present pandemic have died. 
Not exactly from the virus—its workings continue to baffle 
scientists—but from hunger and thirst. The blabbering 
patients could not be cajoled into eating solid foods and 
subsisting on IV drips meant that their days were necessarily 
numbered. A whole new wing in every local hospital has been 
built to house these patients like makeshift hospices, providing 
them with comfortable rooms and clean beds to die on. 

Perhaps this is an alien invasion. Perhaps the viruses are 
the very aliens already amongst or inside us, taking over our 
minds and our previously asymptomatic bodies. The universe 
is culling us, but doing so gently and humanely. The patients 
don’t seem to be in pain as they mumble on to the point of  
starvation and certain death.

Our neighbour’s home has been sealed off by the authorities 
with red and white tape strapped across the front gate, to let 
everyone know that this is a site for the new virus. There is 
red and white tape all over doors and entrances to buildings 
everywhere in the country now. More police have started 
patrolling the streets to prevent break-ins or quell the potential 

stirrings of  widespread panic. This doesn’t seem necessary as 
Singaporeans seem benumbed or overly determined to keep 
to their ordinary routines of  running chores, exercising in 
parks or visiting one another’s homes, as if  no pandemic is 
happening at all. Our Singaporean pragmatism is remarkable: 
it remains the perfect defence mechanism for shielding us from 
even ourselves, keeping us from drowning in the senselessness 
of  everything that is happening.

Roshan is napping on the sofa. The television is not turned 
on. His laptop is also switched off. He must be resting before 
dinner, which I am presently preparing in the kitchen. I am 
soon drawn again to the kitchen window. Facing westwards, the 
window and the interior of  our kitchen soaks in the languorously 
setting sun. I fold my arms and look out at the trees below, then 
at the sky above. A mynah soars in a wild arc over the canopies. 
My eyes close for a minute. Somehow I can still see the sky. I try 
to open my eyes, but I have no eyes that may open. Yet I am still 
taking in the blue fire of  the sunlit sky, no eyelids to protect me 
from the glare of  its scorching blue. I crumble to the floor, but 
this suddenly feels inaccurate. My body is no longer a knowable 
fact. I no longer have a physical body. 

All I am in totality is a vision of  blue sky brightening into 
an all-encompassing expanse of  white, enveloping everything 
in a blistering blaze of  light. Suddenly the vision shatters into 
infinite specks that make me think of  molecules of  the latest 
virus as tiny coronas of  light shooting out in every direction. 

In the midst of  this astonishing light show, memories jump 
in and out. 
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I am a little girl, holding my mother’s hand. But she has been 
dead for many years. How is this possible? She is buying me 
fishballs on a stick from a vendor outside a public swimming 
pool. We used to go swimming together every Saturday when 
I was growing up. 

Then I am my mother looking down at her daughter, who 
is smiling up at her towering mother, the little girl’s hair wet 
and messy after our morning swim. Her little face is so small, 
her eyes unbearably open and bright with expectation. 

I am my father waiting in the car close by, peering out the 
side window at his wife and daughter taking their time to enter 
the car park. As my father, I keep thinking that my only child 
will drop the fishball that she tugs on with her teeth, pulling it 
free from that dangerously sharp stick that she grips with her 
little hand. 

I am an old woman. Roshan died the year before. I am 
all alone. The flat seems literally dimmer without him, 
even though all the lights are switched on. I threw away the 
television months ago, since my eyesight is not what it used to 
be. I make myself  a fruit salad. The skin on the back of  my 
hands is nearly translucent, wrinkled and speckled with age 
spots. 

I am marrying Roshan at the church altar. A priest utters 
words in an overly formal way. I barely make out what he is 
saying. Roshan holds my hands. He is reaching over to kiss 
me. He looks so handsome, so cleanly shaven and young.

Now I am Roshan, gazing upon his new wife. How beautiful 
she looks in her wedding dress! Roshan lifts the veil from the 

face of  his youthful bride. He reaches over to kiss her. I am 
bending to kiss myself—

I stand at the kitchen window again.
I turn around. I have returned to the present. Or I think I 

have. My actual eyes fly open. I unfold my arms. My hands 
open and close. Roshan breathes heavily in the living room, 
still fast asleep. The sound of  his breathing fills me with 
something close to ecstasy.

Am I sick? But I didn’t fall into any state of  catalepsy. I 
didn’t even fall asleep to wake up muttering to myself  like 
Annaliza or the others. Or did I start mumbling already and 
did not even know it? Is this a precursor of  what is to come? 
Has it become my time to succumb to illness, at last? 

And hasn’t it always been inevitable?
Is this current virus stripping away our delusions about time 

and the boundaries that separate one body from another? Is 
this pandemic bringing our subjective understanding of  time 
to a standstill, such that past, present and future are blurring 
into a unified consciousness—and all this before we die for 
real?

I dash out of  the kitchen towards Roshan’s sleeping figure. 
But that isn’t Roshan. It is me on the sofa. That is my face, 

my eyes peeled open, lips moving with no words that I can 
hear. I am also no longer alone. Paramedics hover around the 
sofa in full personal protective gear. A few policemen have also 
appeared, wearing black face masks. 

There is no past…there is no future…I am little Su Yin…I am old 
Su Yin…
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Is that my voice coming from my body, or the voice of  my 
subconscious? Is there any difference between the two now? 

Roshan!
Sitting cross-legged on the floor near my feet with his bowed 

head in his hands, Roshan is not even looking at my body 
on the sofa. Everyone else is talking about and around him, 
around me, wondering what to do with us, debating about 
nothing that I can properly make out. 

Roshan! I am screaming. But I have no real voice in this 
dream, if  this is even a dream. I back away. Or I believe I am 
backing away—

Then I feel arms wrapping around me. 
Su Yin!
I turn to face him. We are in bed together now. It is night. 

We are all alone. I am safe in his embrace. 
Listen to me carefully, Su. We never woke up. We took turns going to 

bed and never woke up. Or when you first woke up, you were actually still 
asleep. And you kept saying those words. Again and again. First you, then 
me. One day apart. That morning I carried you to the living room and 
tried to wake you from your trance. Then everyone came to take you away. 
That same night, I too went to sleep and didn’t wake up...

His lips are not moving. I see him looking at me. His eyes 
are pleading. But at least he is here. Whatever here means: our 
bedroom or this illusion of  our bedroom, familiar shadows of  
trees outside our window scattering across the bedside lamp 
and the door.

What now, Roshan? I ask with my mind. 
Then I am Roshan again, looking into my eyes and holding 

me. My face ripples with terror, my mouth agape. I hold 
myself. We are holding each other. 

Hold on, Su.
Hold on to what—

I am standing at the kitchen window. Roshan is holding me. 
It is almost time for dinner. We are both staring up at the late 
afternoon sky. 

The pandemic is evolving, as we speak. 
People below our window saunter past each other with face 

masks on, strolling languidly along like it is an ordinary day. 
The sky is the bluest fire, which swells and licks the inside 

of  my skull. My eyes are closed. Roshan’s arms tighten around 
me, his breath quickening against my neck.


